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Many 01 the problems most commonly
experienced by tetter carriers have their origin in
ovemurdened routes. Fortunatel,y, contract
provisions are in place to enforce the right to an
eight hour assignment. Despite these contractual
protections. o\lerburdened routes continue to be a
problem in some locations.

This paper has been prepared by the NALC
Contract Administration Unit in order to assist branch
ollicers and stewards in handling: these problems.
The' paper summariizes the results of an extensive
review of the bargaining history of the relevant
handbook pro\lislons as welt: as an applicable
arbitration awards.

The M-39 Handbook, which is incorporated into
Ihe National Agreement by ArtIcle 19, requires that a
speciall route, inspection be given whenever a carrier
requests one and' it is warranted. M-39 Section 271
states:

271g. If over any six consecutive week
periods (when worIc pedormance is
o/heMise satiSfBetory) a route shows over
30 minutes of OWttIme or auxiliary
assistance on each of three' days or more
in each week dU1ing this period, the
regula1 caffler assigned to such a route
shall, upon request, receive a special mail
count and inspection within four weeks of
the request. The month of December mus/
be' excluded from consideration when
determining a six consecutive week period.
However,. if a period of overtime and/or

auxiliary assistance begins in
November, and continues into
January, then January is considered
to be a consecutive period even
though December is omitted. A new
consecutive week period is not
begun.

271h. Mail shali not be curtailed for
the sale purpose of avoiding the
need for special mail count and
inspections.

The guarantees provided by Section 271 of
Ihe M-39 Handbook were further strengthened by a
Memorandum of Understanding on special COllnts
and inspections incorporated into the 1987 National'
Agreement. The Memorandum stales:

The United States Postal Service and
the National Association of Letter
Caffiers, AFL-CIO, agree that it is in
the best interests of the Postal
Service for letter carrier routes to be
in proper adjustment.

Therefore, where the regular carrier
has requested a special mail count
and inspection, and the criteria set
forth in Part 271g of the Methods
Handbook, M-39., have been met,
such inspection must be completed
within four weeks of the request
and sheli not be delayed. If the
results of the inspection indicate that
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the' route is to be adjusted, such
adjustment must be placed in effect within
52 calendar dm of the completion of the
mail count In accordance' with Section
21'1.3' ofth& M·39- Methods Handbook.
Exceptions may be granted by a Division
General Manager only when warranted by
valid operational circumstances,
slJbstantiated by a detailed written
sta'tement, which shall be submitted to the
focal union within I8Y8n d"a of the grant
of the exception. The union shall then
have the right to appeal the granting of the
exception directly to Step 3 of the
grievance' procedure within 14 days.
(Emphasis added)

Arbitrators have unanimously held that special
inspections are mandatory when the union can prove
tlhat the criteria In M~ Section 271 have been met.
lhis Is true even In cases' where the regular carrier
has been absent for part of the six-week perlcx:l. The
provisions of Section 2711 refer to the route and not
the' C8l11'ier' on the route" despite' the fact that the
purpose of' an:y such inspection is to adjust the route
to the lftdlvidiuall carrier. Moreover. once a carrier
requests a speclall route Inspection and
demonstll'8.tes that it fs warranted, the Postall Service
cannot evade the, requirement to conduct the
Inspection by unilaterally providing relief. or making
alll adJustment.

The special route inspections' provided for in
M-391 Section 271 must be conducted In exactly the
same manner as regufar counts; and Inspections.
They differ from regldar route inspections only in that
they may be conducted In June. Jldy or August It
is. however, not aJways In the best Interest of letter
carriers to, request them during the low volume
summer months.

Special routs lnepections are not unit and route
reviews. The right to • special route Inspection is
unaffected! by the, f8ct thai the offfce in\lo(ved may be
undergoing" or be schedued for. a unit and route
review.

Special route examinations are not a
meaningless exercise. The M~9 Handbook requires
lIlot only that special Inspections be conducted when
warranted, but also, that special inspections result in
permanent adJustments to eight hours. M-39 Section
242.122 states:
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242.122 The proper adjustment of
carrier routes means an eqUitable
and feasible division of the work.
among all of the carrier routes
assigned to the office, All regular
routes should consist of as nearly
e;ght hours daily work as possible.

Arbitrators have held that it is not sufficient
for the Postal SeNiee merely to follow the
procedures specified In the M-39 when examining
anell adjusting routes. Rather, the final result must be
an eight: hour route. In C-Q7630 Regional Arbitrator
Dilts wrote as, follows:

The Inspections are not before the
arbitlator as part of the present
issue. What is before this Arbitrator
is the matter of adjustments. In
examining the record it is clear that
the SUbject routes are not eight hour
routes. This does not mean that the
procedures for adjustment were
somehow violated. The methods by
which adjustments. are made and the
results at those adjustments. on fetter
carrier work loads may be viewed as
separable issues under the
language of the M-39.

Arbitrators have granted monetary remedies
in cases where the Postal ServIce violated the
contract by refusing to conduct special route
inspections when they were required to do so by the
terms of M-39 Section 271. They reasoned that,
since the grievants were required to work overtime
they should not have worked,. no possible future
remedy could return that time to them. Since merelly
Instructing: the Postal Service not to viol'ate the
agreement In the future would not, in their view, be
sufficient to make the grIevants whal'e. monetary
remedies were ordered.. Arbitrator Pribble, in
C~5545", wrote as tollows:

Without clear evidence in this record
that the Parties anticipated some
way to make whole the three
Grievants~ who, have been harmed
by clear and repeated breaches of
the Agreement, some monetal'}'
award is, needed for the Grievants.
Unlike the Gamsar award, no
restructuring of future opponunities

..~
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grant monetary remedies in such cases include:

The skill and success of NALC arbitration
advocates has greatly strengthened the position of
union officers, and stewards handl.ing special' route
Inspection grievances. It is not always necessary to
proceed: to arbitration with these grievances. Rather,
the' Postal Service, representative often sustain such
grievances in full during, the earlier steps of the
grievance procedure.

References In this paper to "C" cases identify
arbitration awards Indexed by and contained in
NALC's Computer Arbitration System. References to
"M" cases Idemify national level settlements and Step
4 decisions Indexed and contained in NALC's
Malerl8ls Reference System. Both 'C" and "M" cases
may be obtained from NALC's National Business
Agents.
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Failure to make standards, or the inability to
finish a route In the allotted time is not, in itsel,f, just
cause for discipline. However, letter carriers who
have requested a special route inspection are
afforded even additional protection. Regional
Arbitrator Levak held In C-05952 that once a route
qualifies for a special Inspection and the regul'ar
carrier requests one, any discipline for expansion of
street time "Is Inapproprl8te unless and until such
time as an Inspection Is conducted."

The Contract, and the incorporated
handbook provisions, provide an enforceable
mechanism to assure adjustment of routes to eight
hours. Where conditions warrant, we should not
hesitate use It
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or equalization formula applies here. In
this case the three Grievants have been
required to work overtime they should not
have worked. No possible future remedy
can return this time to them. Moreover, it
would be an insufficient remedy here
merely to instruct the MSC not to breach
the Agreement in the future. This remedy
will make the Grievants as whole as
possible at this time. The Employer is
ordered to pay [the grievants} one extra
hour's pay at their regular rates ofpay for
each and evel}' day that each Grievant has
worked overtime until the results of their
special route inspections are implemented.

Awards supporting the authority of arbitrators to

All too oftel\ the union has been able to
conl/lnce an arbitrator thII the terms of the contract
have bean breached, only to have the arbitrator find
that the particular remedy requested Is beyond his or
her authority to gram. or otherwise Inappropriate to
remedy the specific Violation. It Is therefore advlsabl'e
lhat all remed,y requests include lhe additional catch
all' phrase "or that the grievant be otherwise made
whole."

There Is more agreement among arbitrators that
some monetary remedy Is due In such cases, than
there is upon the exact form any such monetary
remedies shoul'd take. lin contrast to Arbitrator
Pribbl'&,s award cited above, Arbitrator Grossman, In
C-ll6720. ordered the Postal ServiCe to pay "one
hou(s pay at his regular rate of pay for each and
every hour that he was required to work in excess of
eight and one-half hours." Other Arbitrators have
ordered. or memorialized consent awards agreeing
to, monetary payments In fixed dollar amounts as
remedlles.

Alter review of all applicable arbitration awards,
the Contract Administration Unit has concluded that
the most appropriate remedy in such cases Is similar
to those gran1ledi In C07630 and C~7536. The
following wording Is suggested:

All carriers not on the Overtime Desired
List be paid an additional 50 percent
premium for afl overtime hours worked
from the' time the special route exam
should have been conducted until such
time' as the' results of the exam are
implemented.
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